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FOREWORD

The Record of the Adventist Church = in spite of what they may say = is a Record of FAILURES! Great colossal Bungling * Failures. Many so-called: "VICTORIES" were only Dunkirk failures! What they call an advancement into "NEW LIGHT" is a Retreat into Midnight Darkness.

DRUGS + WAR

They sold their Natural Diet + Treatment BIRTHRIGHT for a Mess of JONES-DANIELLS AMA-FDA accrediting + Drugs. A "Union" of expediency + cunning deception - for "Accrediting" was never necessary = not to this Day.

This was the big "Jones + Danieis" hoax. As was their united backing of "Living Temple." As was their sponsoring of Uriah Smith (Bourdeau) "ARMAGEDDON" ideas. That James White started to Contest but Sr. White was shown to give them enough Rope - and they would Hang themselves. Which they did. Daniells died, so to speak = with the words on his lips = "If we are proven WRONG on Armageddon, we will stand before the World as the greatest False Prophets of all Time." Which they were. To this Day.

This same Daniells with Conradi of Germany, (the Eichmann of Adventism) threw this Denomination into Kaiser Bill's War. His followers were no better. They bet on Adolph Hitler. Threw their Hat into his Ring. Like the Catholics = Adventists now Fighting on both Sides.

They killed over 200 Reformers in the Last War. How many they killed in the First War is hard to tell - for then it was Adventist turning in Adventist. What did they gain? The Blood of their own Brethren is still crying out from under the Altar. The Bloody Adventist did not win anyway. TWICE they were counted OUT! FAILURE!

OPERATION WHITE - COAT.

What did they gain by calling for "Volunteers" for "Operation White-Coat?" And then making it a "REQUIREMENT" for Graduation! All the Government men having a deep belly laugh at these Fools acting up under the influence of LSD-25? THOUSANDS of Sheep killed over 20 miles away as they tasted "Nerve Gas" which got away. Crawling on their Bellies to Boot-lick the American War-Lords.

No wonder they want no Open Election of Church Officers, so they can put in their own Stooges, and the only Right the Laymen have is to Cheer at the Puff of Smoke. Put your "x" down for the Stalin of their choice. Talk about following in the Track of Romanism! TM 362-3,361.
MILITARY HOSPITALS

They were accused of building "Military Hospitals" in places where there were few if any Believers = but fitting in with the War-Lord plans of the Army Dictators. As the Fortunes of War again turn as they do not anticipate - they lose their Holdings + MILLIONS are again flushed down the Drain, never to be seen again.

What were their losses in RUMANIA - POLAND - YUGOSLAVIA - CHINA - KOREA - AFRICA - VIETNAM - THIALAND - ???

MILLIONS down the Drain! MILLIONS squandered away on Stocks + Bonds. That was only MONEY LOST that some think was so horrible. But say NOTHING about MILLIONS frittered away with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS in KEY '73! The disgrace of the Century!

They bought + rushed that New York Center to completion to fit in with Billy Graham's Crusade plans = to train 1,000 to 1,500 ushers many of whom were leading Seventh-day Adventist ministers, leaders, and theologians including Roy A. Anderson the then Head of the Seminary as he bemeaned himself to bow down at Bro. Billy's altar-call to pray for the convert to the "Church of your choice." They went Lower than a Snake's Belly.

All that Heaven gave them was a Bolt of Lightning that bounced the GC President against a Wall, knocked several to the Ground. R&H. Aug.9, 1973. p.24.

Yet these Theological Drunks = staggering on their way to the Kingdom - think they will do BETTER in AUSTRIA in VIENNA = Mission '75? The greatest Hoax ever to be perpetuated on any people. The Crux of it all hinges on the "HARVEST PRINCIPLE." And the "Battle of Armageddon". Are they Right on either one? Or will this be their biggest Waterloo + final Watergate?

Do we have to WAIT until we KNOW = or can we KNOW now? Were any of these thing Predicted by the Pen of Inspiration? If so - what were they? Let us consider the Question

THE PUBLISHERS.
ARMAGEDDON

ARMAGEDDON is NOT an isolated Event. That can be Captioned as a: "WAR." There is an extended PRELIMINARY to this "Battle of that great Day of God Almighty." Rev. 16:14.

ARMAGEDDON is the Story of 3 unclean Big-Mouthed FROGS that take over when the Birds have fled, and Winter's Night is about to settle on the Earth for 1,000 years of DESOLATION = and this Frog is croaking his last ready to jump into his mud-puddle as soon as ever the first Snow-Flakes fall. Was it Providential that I just heard on the CBC Radio by an Expert on Frogs = a Frog requires no Food to live. It can derive nourishment from Air, Water, and Mud = through Skin + Lungs.

The way he put it - it can live on:"AIR." "Every WIND of Doctrine will be blowing." 5T:80. The Leaders of the Church will Fall for it. The Leaders of the Church will be propagating it. How many is:"MANY?"

"Unsanctified ministers... MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the hellish Torch of Satan... SOUND-AN-ALARM!" TM 409.

"Blow the Trumpet IN ZION; sound-an-alarm in the holy mountain. GATHER the host of the Lord...Let them be ARMED and EQUIPPED, and come up to the BATTLE." TM 410.

"The CONTEST will wax more-and-more fierce...the great CONTROVERSY will wax stronger-and-stronger." TM 407.

"The CONTEST is between the commandments of God and the commandments of men. In this TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from...THE CHURCH...CHAFF like a Cloud will be borne away (from the TRUTH over to these WINDY PREACHERS "in our Pulpits") = borne away on the WIND, even from places where we see only floors of rich Wheat." 5T:81.

ON TO ARMAGEDDON

"In vision I saw TWO ARMIES in terrible conflict. One army was led by banners bearing the world's insignia; the other was led by the bloodstained banner of Prince Immanuel. Standard after standard was left to trail in the dust as company after company from the Lord's army JOINED the foe + tribe after tribe from the ranks of the enemy UNITED with the commandment-keeping people of God...

THE LOUD CRY

"...a mighty general cried out with a LOUD VOICE:
"Come into line. Let those who are loyal to the Commandments of God + the Testimony of Christ now-take-their-
position. Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, and touch not the UNCLEAN, and I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be My sons and daughters."... THE BATTLE RAGED... The Captain of our salvation was ORDERING the BATTLE... He led them on Step by Step, conquering + to conquer. At last the Victory was gained. The ARMY following the Banner with the inscription,"The commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus," was gloriously TRIUMPHANT... This is the scene that is presented to me... :For we wrestle NOT against flesh + blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the DARKNESS of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places... WE - MUST - HAVE - A - VISION - OF - THE - FUTURE... Who will now pledge themselves NOT to affiliate with the world, but to come OUT from the world + be ye SEPARATE, refusing to POLLUTE the soul with the WORLDLY SCHEMES + practices that have been keeping THE CHURCH under the enemy's influence?... "He that is not WITH Me is against Me; and he that GATHERETH not with Me scattereth abroad." 8T:41-5.

There we have the STANDARD. There we have the LOUD CRY. There we have the 12 TRIBES. There we have the BATTLE. There we have the GATHERING. There we have the VICTORY. There we have the CONFLICT. There we have the TWO CLASSES. There we have them ending up in ARMAGEDDON.

THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE.

"Let us AROUSE! The BATTLE is raging. Truth + Error are nearing their FINAL CONFLICT. Let us march under the blood-stained Banner of Prince Emmanuel, and fight the good fight of Faith, and win eternal Honors; for the TRUTH will TRIUMPH." RH A2:194. March 13, 1888.

"In the message to the church at Sardis two parties are presented - those who have a NAME to live, but are DEAD, and those who are striving to OVERCOME... The message to the church of the Laodiceans applies especially to the people of God today. It is a message to professing Christians who have become so much like the World that-no-difference-can-be-seen..."I will spew thee OUT of My Mouth. Because thou sayest, I am RICH..." RH A4: 548. August 20, 1903.

"Our danger does not arise from the opposition of the World; but it is found in the liability of our being in friendship WITH the World, and IMITATING the example of those who love not God or His Truth." RH A3:227. 1895.

"LOVE of this World has drowned His voice. Now-He-has-no-use-for-you,,,"Go to now, ye RICH." 1T:175.

-4-
When we write: 1884 SoP 4:39. We mean the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 39. The reason why we have CHANGED to calling that same book by the name of: SoP 4: is because the SET OF 4 ORIGINAL SoP Series 1-4 can now be obtained from BBH for about $15.00. BOOK 4 of that Series is EXACTLY THE SAME as Health Research 1884 ORIGINAL GC. With better Binding and cheaper in Price. Use it with confidence + pleasure.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #1.

We could say certain things, but few would understand what we are saying = without an Explanation. So we have to let you in on "LANDMARK DISCOVERY #1."

Entire Books were Written = GC - DA - PK - PP - COL - SC - MB - MH - where the name: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" does not appear. [If we should be mistaken in ONE of the above Books, if the name DOES happen to appear in ONE = that in no way changes the over-all Principle.]

Why was the Writer so meticulously careful NOT to Spell out that Name = if she meant that Name - every Time she wrote: "CHURCH?" Was she short of Ink that she could not write: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" = if she meant: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH?"

Conversely then = by what Authority does your Preacher interpose - interpolate - interfere - meddle - intrude - interject - negotiate - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" = the NAME that is just-not-there!

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #2.

In the same Sense - and in no other Sense = what have you to say of the "LANDMARK DISCOVERY #2" = that she used the term: "CHURCH" = to describe 7 or 8 different: "CHURCHES!". If your Preacher, then = is glibly reading away about:"CHURCH" = are you Sure he knows WHICH "CHURCH" he is talking about - ???

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #3.

If your Preacher so freely adds:"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" when he reads: "CHURCH" = how come he becomes tongue-tied - mute - dumb - non-committal - voiceless - inaudible - cannot articulate, loses his phonetic powers = when he comes to a Statement such as this:

"So apostasy in the (".......-.........") CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST."GC 444. How long would a Godly Minister remain alive if he did read: "So apostasy in the Seventh-day Adventist Church will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST."GC 444. Should he be excommunicated if he did that? Shot on sight?
LANDMARK DISCOVERY. #4.

Can you or your Preacher = outline what she wrote under Inspiration as "CHURCH" - ???. Or will you both together only SNEER at LANDMARK DISCOVERY #4 - ???.

[1] It seems the word: "CHURCH" does not appear at all in the first Chapter of the ORIGINAL 1884 GC = [SoP 4.1]. We first find the Name = 1884 SoP 4:39 (GC 39.).

COL 294 = "The JEWISH people" are called: "THE CHURCH."


[3] 1884 SoP 4:41-2. Satan sought to destroy this "CHURCH" by planting his Banner in this "CHRISTIAN CHURCH." GC 41-2. (Also in Adventism. 2T:440.)

[4] At last the "MAJORITY" decided to "UNITE" with Paganism, a unity of Force + Strength = venerating "MARY" and "IMAGES OF JESUS" but still called: "THE CHURCH." SoP 4:43. GC 43.

[5] But we are assured there have always been, and always will be: "TWO CLASSES" in "THE CHURCH." 1884 SoP 4:43-4. GC 43-4. Then there were some who saw to what a state "THE CHURCH" became, that they decided to separate from: "THE CHURCH." 1884 SoP 4:46. GC 45.

There was a "CHURCH" in the "CHURCH" who finally left the "CHURCH." When this "CHURCH" left the "CHURCH" = they became the "CHURCH" = and the "CHURCH" became "BABYLON!" 1884 SoP 4:64. GC 65. (Note: pages 43 to 65 are taken up showing just HOW a "CHURCH" becomes "BABYLON!" Ruled by "MONSTERS" but still are called "CHURCH" on the same page! SoP 4:64. GC 65. Those who LEFT were: "THE TRUE CHURCH.")

[6] As all through History = "THE CHURCH" has a prolonged Battle with "THE CHURCH." ROME + BRITAIN. ROME and WALDENSES. 1884 SoP 4:66-70. GC 65-76.

(A) When the Church woos her Lovers, the Mighty Men of State = she becomes a "HARLOT" =

(B) When she calls on the Sword of the State to bring all into Subjection to her = both together become a "BEAST" and speak with the Voice of a "DRAGON." 1884 SoP 4:70,72,82-4. GC 77.

(C) Then the "CHURCH" and the "WORLD" plunge into "MIDNIGHT" + "DARKNESS." 1884 SoP 4:85. GC 79. How to break that "MIDNIGHT" and that "DARKNESS?"
[7] God calls for: "HERALDS OF REFORM" = "MORNING STARS" of Reformation who risk their Lives + Liberties to "DISCERN" the "ERRORS" which alone is ANATHEMA to the corrupters of the Church = let alone to "ACCUSE" the "CLERGY" = but, as can be expected throughout all religious History, this leaves the "LEADERS" trembling with "RAGE" - especially if he gains any Influence whatever. Here is the last thing these Devil's Advocates want:

"Wycliffe was a CLEAR THINKER and a KEEN DETECTOR of ERROR, and he STRUCK BOLDLY against many of the abuses sanctioned by... the POPE and his supporters. Repeated attempts were made to CONDEMN + EXECUTE him." 1884 SoP 4:87. GC 82. (But a seedy version of the ORIGINAL.)

The BEAST rallied by professing "INFAILIBILITY" (= know anyone following in the "TRACK OF ROMANISM?" TM 362) and demanding "OBEDIENCE!" But how did the "DIVINE HAND" prepare the way to break the MIDNIGHT DARKNESS?

"The appeal to men's REASON aroused them from their PASSIVE SUBMISSION to Papal dogmas... The kingdom of DARKNESS trembled. Mendicant friars, who SWARMED in England, Listened in ANGER + AMAZEMENT to his bold, eloquent utterances... HATRED... was kindled to greater intensity." 1884 SoP 4:88-9. GC 90.

The "HUNTED REFORMERS" preached in "SECRET PLACES" and this "FINDING FAULT" extended to Germany and John Huss of Bohemia = who "BOLDLY" denounced the SCANDALS and IMMORALITY of the "CLERGY!" (My! Isn't that TERRIBLE! All this CRITICIZING and FAULT-FOUND ordered by God!)

ROTTEN as they were, long since termed: "BABYLON!" but still designated as: "THE CHURCH." SoP 4:91. GC 95.

[8] LUTHER determines to lead "THE CHURCH" from the "DARKNESS" of Popery into the Light of a purer Faith.
By the "Reformation of THE CHURCH." SoP 4:94. GC 120.
Until his eyes were opened with "astonishment" and "Horror" at the REAL SITUATION, and then he used this kind of "LANGUAGE" =

"If there is a Hell, Rome is built above it. It is an Abyss whence all sins proceed." SoP 4:99. GC 125.

[9] When he came to that place, when he could TALK and FEEL like that - he was ready to Understand: "The just shall live by Faith!" NO-CHURCH-NEEDED!

"These words struck at the very foundation of Papal SUPREMACY... At Wittenberg a LIGHT was kindled... to increase in brightness to the Close-of-Time." SoP 4:100-1. GC 126.
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"PRECIOUS WAS THE MESSAGE" - what Message?

"Light + Darkness cannot harmonize. Between Truth + Error there is an irrepressible CONFLICT..."

Is that not what this Paper is all about? The coming "CONFLICT" in the Battle in the Day of the Lord? Shall we lay down our Weapons of Warfare?

"...there is an irrepressible CONFLICT. To uphold + defend the ONE is to attack + overthrow the OTHER. Our Saviour himself declared,"I came NOT to send PEACE, but a SWORD." 1884 SoP 4:101. GC 126.

[10] Read on the following pages to see how "FINDING FAULT" and "CRITICIZING" the Apostate Leaders brought the greatest "REFORMATION" the World has ever seen, and broke the Chains of DARKNESS and let the Captives go Free. "The LIGHT which AWAKENED + ILLUMINATED thousands." 1884 SoP 4:109. GC 131.

But, as could be expected:
"The SLAVES of FORMALISM + SUPERSTITION clamored for his Blood." 1884 SoP 4:109. GC 132. As we saw them stand up and Scream in Meeting: (in 1974) = "No one was ever won by CRITICIZING them!"

If Luther were here he would say: "I hit your spirit on the Snout!" D'Aubigne.

[11] This "CHURCH" of the Dark Ages "REFORMATION" was Shaken + Awakened in 1844 by a False Light. Then the True Light came thru the Third Angel's Message.

"When the CHURCHES spurned the counsel of God by REJECTING the Advent Message, the Lord REJECTED them." Then immediately follow the words: "BABYLON is Fallen!" That was 1844. That was 1884 SoP 4:232. GC 383.

Thus we have a partial run-down of "CHURCH" and how a "CHURCH" can still be called:"CHURCH" while at the same time she is: "BABYLON." This happened to the CATHOLIC CHURCH in the DARK AGES, this happened to the AMERICAN PROTESTANT CHURCHES in 1844.

[12] The Study of the Meaning of the word:"CHURCH" is not complete without noting that we have only scratched the Surface of the Meaning of:"CHURCH" in its full Sense. We did cover some valuable ground - but there is still much to learn. The main thing we did discover is that there is always a "CHURCH" within the "CHURCH." And there is always a running Battle between the Leaders of "THE CHURCH" and the Opposition Party which is needed in any Free Democracy to keep the Leaders in Line."THE CHURCH" within "THE CHURCH."
No Organization, no Church, no Nation = can remain Free and Pure without showing Respect for the Right of an Opposition Party. When you have no Opposition Party = when the Vote, the Election of Officers is not by Free Election = but by a "Nominating Committee" = which is NOT a "Nominating Committee" = but is an ELECTION COMMITTEE = a Politburo = a College of Cardinals = then you have ROMANISM = COMMUNISM = and ADVENTISM. TM 362.

PERFECTIONISM
To assume that fallible men can direct the affairs of a Nation or a Church or an Organization = WITHOUT subjecting themselves to critical scrutiny by their Fellows = all that anyone has the Right to do is Agree = Is what erects the Bastille and the Engines of the Inquisition. Man must have a staying hand - RESPECT must be shown + extended to the Opposition Party. Otherwise we have the STALINS, the MUSSOLINIS, and other Dictators that wreck the World in their Lust for Power. And requires the Life-Blood of untold Millions before RESPECT is shown once again = for the Opposition Party.

He that does not Understand this Principle = and tries to drag others down beside him as he Bows before the IMAGE = in his Worship of MAN the BEAST of OFFICE = is so weak-minded by the Lord's definition = if he believes in the INFALLIBILITY of that LEADERSHIP or CHURCH, (GC 57. MM 89,91,93,98) he cannot give the Last Message. EW 101. He is not a Free-man, he is a Slave.

Before they cripple the minds of others to try to whip them Black + Blue into their Line of Reasoning = let them pause and think of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. Who did not Bow to the Image = whose Names are lisped by the Lips of little Babies = while the FACELESS ENTITIES who only knew to BOW = not one of their Names is even Remembered. Let alone Recorded.

It is further written of the last King of Israel whose flabby Policies lead this Denomination into UNITY with BILLY GRAHAM the GOLIATH of BABYLON =

"Therefore shall a TUMULT arise among thy people... in a morning shall the King of Israel utterly be cut off." Hosea 10:14-5.

"Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail, branch + rush, in one day. The ancient + honorable, he is the head; and the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail. For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of THEM = are destroyed."

Isa.9:14-6.
"ASSOCIATE yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces... SAY YE NOT a Confederacy, to all them to whom this people shall say, A CONFEDERACY; neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid. "Sanctify the Lord of hosts himself; and let HIM be your fear, and let HIM be your dread. And he shall be for a Sanctuary... BIND UP THE TESTIMONY, seal the LAW among my disciples...

"And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them (in the Sligo Church in 1975 - see Publication #312.) that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and unto WIZARDS that peep, and that mutter: should not a people seek unto their God? for the living to the dead?

"To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is NO LIGHT IN THEM." Isa.8:9,12-20.

RESPECT?

"Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH NOT the proud, nor such as turn aside to LIES!" Psa. 40:4.

"Let them be ASHAMED and CONFOUNDED together." 40:14. "Thus saith the Lord; Go down to the house of the King of Judah, and speak there this word... He shall be BURIED with the BURIAL of an ASS." Jer.22:1,19.

RESPECT!

The Confederacy of Evil = the Omega of Apostasy = the Counterfeit Reformation of GC 464 = the False Prophets in the Laodicean Pulpits = TM 409 = the 3 Big-Mouthed Frogs of the Apocalypse = "GATHER" their Flocks + their Herds to "ARMAGEDDON." KEY '73 was one attempt. The next one they avow will be NOTHING like THAT! This time they will raise MILLIONS!

But the Lord also sets His hand the "SECOND TIME" to "GATHER" His "REMNANT" - for whom we will show RESPECT!

WHO ARE THEY?

"...and they will be tried SINGLY, not in GROUPS. Every ONE must stand the TEST for HIMSELF." RH A5:469.

"He will take his Holy Spirit FROM the CHURCH, and give it to OTHERS." RH A3:273,248. July 16,1895.

"...who will APPRECIATE it." (Same.) LEFT OUT of any Book = I wonder WHY - ???

"He will use OTHERS." (Same - p.275.July 23,1895.) "Christ refers to the LIFELESS, PURPOSELESS message = (Such as "DO NOT CONDEMN" for "SPAWN OUT" means "GOING THRU!")"
THE NAKED ADVENTIST

"Christ refers to the LIFELESS, PURPOSELESS messages given in OUR Churches, when he says..."I will SPEW thee OUT of My Mouth." RH A4:497. March 3,1903.

"...OTHERS will do that very Work." RH A2:144. June 7,1887.

"...the Lord will raise up OTHERS." RH A3:18. 1893.
"...unless we AROUSE, they will go in ADVANCE of us."
TM 417. (See changes from RH A4:372.)

"These will come from the grossest ERROR, and will TAKE THE PLACE OF THOSE who..."Art WEIGHED in the Bal-
ances, and art found WANTING." RH A3:473. 1897.

"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist CHURCH is to be weighed. She will be JUDGED.
IF... IF... on her will be pronounced the SENTENCE.
"FOUND WANTING." By the LIGHT bestowed, the opportunities given, will she be JUDGED." ST:247. MM 151,164. IT:283.
So she "INVARiABLY" said that "SPEWN OUT" meant: "GOING THRU!" (Webster: Invariably = without Doubt or Shadow of Turning.) NO DOUBT in:"SHE WILL BE WEIGHED?"

THE SLAUGHTERING TIME.

"Those who receive the Pure mark of TRUTH...are those "that sigh + that cry for ALL the Abominations that are done" in THE CHURCH. Their LOVE for PURITY + the HONOR + GLORY of God is such...that they are represented as
SIGHING + CRYING...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of all those
who do not thus SEE...shall) begin at My Sanctuary...The
plain STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must live in THE CHURCH, or the CURSE of God will rest upon His people...God holds His
people, AS-A-BODY, responsible...The LEADERS of THE CHURCH
...become RESPONSIBLE." 3T:267-9. RH A2:49.

"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary -
was THE FIRST to feel the Stroke of the WRATH of God...THE
ANCIENT MEN...had betrayed their TRUST...and they say:
The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDG-
MENT.

This fool Doctrine now going whole Hog + full Throttle =
down Hill without Brakes = from "HOLY FLESH" Fred Wright
"...had betrayed their TRUST...and they say: The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus
"Peace + Safety" is the cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS that
would not Bark...ALL PERISH TOGETHER...
"...have been regarded as WORTHY + RIGHTEOUS prove to
be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...Their wicked course He will
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"ASSOCIATE yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces... SAY YE NOT a Confederacy, to all them to whom this people shall say, A CONFEDERACY; neither fear ye their fear, nor be afraid.

"Sanctify the Lord of hosts himself; and let HIM be your fear, and let HIM be your dread. And he shall be for a Sanctuary... BIND UP THE TESTIMONY, seal the LAW among my disciples...

"And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them (in the Sligo Church in 1975 - see Publication #312.) that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and unto WIZARDS that peep, and that mutter: should not a people seek unto their God? for the living to the dead?

"To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is NO LIGHT IN THEM." Isa.8:9,12-20.

RESPECT?

"Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH NOT the proud, nor such as turn aside to LIES!" Ps. 40:4.

"Let them be ASHAMED and CONFOUNDED together." 40:14.
"Thus saith the Lord; Go down to the house of the King of Judah, and speak there this word... He shall be BURIED with the BURIAL of an ASS." Jer.22:1,19.
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The Confederacy of Evil = the Omega of Apostasy = the Counterfeit Reformation of GC 464 = the False Prophets in the Laodicean Pulpits = TM 409 = the 3 Big-Mouthed Frogs of the Apocalypse = "GATHER" their Flocks + their Herds to "ARMAGEDDON." KEY '73 was one attempt. The next one they avow will be NOTHING like THAT! This time they will raise MILLIONS!
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"...and they will be tried SINGLY, not in GROUPS. Every ONE must stand the TEST for HIMSELF." RH A5:469.
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"Christ refers to the LIFELESS, PURPOSELESS messages given in OUR Churches, when he says..."I will SPEW thee OUT of My Mouth." RH A4:497. March 3, 1903.
"...OTHERS will do that very Work." RH A2:144. June 7, 1887.
"...the Lord will raise up OTHERS." RH A3:18. 1893.
"...unless we AROUSE, they will go in ADVANCE of us." TM 417. (See changes from RH A4:372.)
"These will come from the grossest ERROR, and will TAKE THE PLACE OF THOSE who..."Art WEIGHED in the Bal-
ances, and art found WANTING." RH A3:473. 1897.
"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Ad-
ventist CHURCH is to be weighed. She will be JUDGED.
IF... IF... on her will be pronounced the SENTENCE:
"FOUND WANTING." By the LIGHT bestowed, the opportunities
given, will she be JUDGED." 8T:247. MM 151,164. 1T:283.
So she "INvariably" said that "SPEWn OUT" meant:"GOING
THRU!" (Webster: Invariably = without Doubt or Shadow of
Turning.) NO DOUBT in:"SHE WILL BE WEIGHED!"

THE SLAUGHTERING TIME.

"Those who receive the Pure mark of TRUTH...are those
"that sigh + that cry for ALL the Abominations that are
done" in THE CHURCH. Their LOVE for PURITY + the HONOR
+ GLORY of God is such...that they are represented as
SIGHING + CRYING...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of all those
who do not thus SEE... (shall) begin at My Sanctuary...The
plain STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must live in THE CHURCH, or the
CURSE of God will rest upon His people...God holds His
people, AS-A-BODY, responsible...The LEADERS of THE CHURCH
...become RESPONSIBLE." 3T:267-9. RH A2:49.

"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary-
was THE FIRST to feel the Stroke of the WRATH of God...THE
ANCIENT MEN...had betrayed their TRUST...and they say:
The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDG-
MENT.

This fool Doctrine now going whole Hog + full Throttle =
down Hill without Brakes = from "HOLY FLESH" Fred Wright
"...had betrayed their TRUST...and they say: The Lord...
is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus
"Peace + Safety" is the cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS that
would not Bark...ALL PERISH TOGETHER...
"...have been regarded as WORTHY + RIGHTEOUS prove to
be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...Their wicked course He will
tolerate no longer, and in His WRATH he deals with them WITHOUT MERCY...The SEAL of God will be placed upon the foreheads of those ONLY who sigh + cry for the ABOMINA-
TIONS done in the land. Those who link in sympathy WITH the world...will surely be DESTROYED..."And at that time shall Michael stand up...The SEAL of the living God is upon His people. THIS-SMALL-REMNANT." 5T:211-3.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #6.

With all this Talk about:"REMNANT CHURCH" - does your Preacher really know WHO the "REMNANT CHURCH" is? How should he know if no one ever told him?

"The reason why our Preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey from-most-of-them." 1T:434.

"...speak PROUDLY + BOASTINGLY, and in a MASTERLY MANNER...There has been altogether too much TRUSTING in men. In Battle Creek you have evidence that men who have had the-most-to-say are NOT walking with God...have been the most active in PLANNING + INAUGURATING their methods." TM 320. "...to lift up his soul unto VANITY." (Same.)

"Let me tell you that the Lord will work in-this-last work...CONTRARY-to-any-human-PLANNING." TM 300,507.

The ground was cut out from under FROOM'S FOLLY - 40 yrs. of FROOM.PLANNING - 1933 to 1973 - instead of calling people OUT of BABYLON = "KEY '73" was an Ecumenical UNION WITH BABYLON! SDA UNION with 2 "BABYLONs!" (See next "LANDMARK DISCOVERY #7.) KEY '73 was Rev.18 - ???

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World...then, SUDDENLY as the lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their bright Visions and delusive Hopes." GC 338-9. DA 379,383,577,628-9,299.

These smart-aleck Adventists = casting out NATURAL TREAT-
MENT men + methods = excommunicating so many who refuse to Bow to the Adventist Image of the Beast = there are now MORE-EX-MEMBERS than MEMBERS in the SDA CHURCH! The "CHURCH" outside the "CHURCH" is LARGER and rapidly grow-
ing STILL LARGER = than the "CHURCH" in the "CHURCH!"

WHO THEN IS THE REMNANT?

[You are tired of Testimonies that do not help you one whit - you want "THE BIBLE ONLY!" = here is the BIBLE ONLY: =]

"And ye shall leave your NAME for a CURSE unto my chosen: for the Lord God shall SLAY thee, and call his Servants by-another-Name." Isa.65:15.

-12-
"And the REMNANT that is ESCAPED out of the house of Judah shall again take root downward, and bear fruit upward. For OUT of Jerusalem shall go forth a REMNANT, and they that ESCAPE OUT of mount Zion: the zeal of the Lord of hosts shall do this." Isa.37:31-2.

"And said, O my God, I am ASHAMED + BLUSH to lift up my face to thee, my God: for our INIQUITIES...and our TRESPASS...Since the days of our fathers...to CONFUSION of face, as it is this day. And now for a little space GRACE hath been shewed from the Lord our God, to leave us a REMNANT to ESCAPE, and to give us a nail in his holy place, that our God may lighten our eyes, and give us a little reviving in our Bondage."

(AND not remain BLIND LAODICEANS!) Ezra 9:6-8.

"Ah sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity... Except the Lord of hosts had left us a very-small-REMNANT, we should have been as SODOM...Hear the word of the Lord, ye Rulers of SODOM." Isa.1:4,9,10.

"For the Leaders of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and they that are led of them are DESTROYED...in the Day of VISITATION...And it shall come to pass in that Day, that the REMNANT of Israel, and such as are ESCAPED of the house of Jacob...The REMNANT shall RETURN, even the REMNANT of Jacob, unto the mighty God...a REMNANT of them shall RETURN; the CONSUMPTION decreed shall overflow with righteousness. For the Lord God shall make a CONSUMPTION, even determined in the midst of all the Land...For yet a little while, and the INDIGNATION shall cease, and mine ANGER - in their DESTRUCTION." Isa.9:16,10:3,20-5.

A Consumption (World-wide Pestilence) in the SEALING TIME! LEFT OUT of EW 48 - but found in PT 32. RH A1:11.TM 420. When many of the False Prophets will be CUT DOWN! The Lord will save those only who obey EW 69-75 = "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" There is no other Message now.

"And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall set his hand the SECOND TIME (Wm. Miller Dream of the Casket - 1844 was the first Time. EW 81. SM 1:266. COL 117. 6T:261,132. RH A1:574. A3:195-6,279. PK 409. SDA-BC 3:1154. Olson 301. SoP 4:59. The DREAM that shows a NEW "CASKET" = a NEW "CHURCH" - a NEW "MOVEMENT" shall "COME." Which Satan tries to prevent by this Laodicean "COUNTERFEIT." GC 464. With the Doctrines listed. 470-3.)

"...shall set his hand the SECOND TIME to recover the REMNANT of his people...and shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Israel, and GATHER together the dispersed of Judah from the 4 corners of the Earth." -13- Isa.11:11-2.
Shall gather together those still Worshipping in the Most Holy Place. "Only those who took refuge IN that Temple would be Saved when TIME-SHOULD-CLOSE. All who remained OUTSIDE would be forever Lost." EW 78.

"Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers to the apartment which Jesus has left; and Satan, pleased with the deception (now taken over by Church + Awakening) assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these professed Christians to himself, working with his POWER (at Sligo - 1975 - see Publication #312.) his SIGNS and lying WONDERS, to fasten them in his Snare...He hopes to deceive the Honest + lead them to THINK that God is still working for THE CHURCHES. But the LIGHT will SHINE, and all who are Honest will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the REMNANT." EW 261.

"And there shall be a highway for the REMNANT of his people, which shall be LEFT." Isa.11:16.

"Take counsel...HIDE the OUTCASTS...Let the OUTCASTS dwell with thee, Moab...the REMNANT shall be very small and feeble." Isa.16:3,4,14.


ADVENTISTS in BLACK POWER REVOLUTION = ADVENTISTS signed over to CIVIL DEFENSE - ADVENTIST WILL Clobber ADVENTIST at the beginning of the Sealing. This is NOT the Battle of Armageddon. Only leading to it. Many or most Adventists will die BEFORE Armageddon.

The following has been CHANGED and MESSED AROUND WITH = see ORIGINAL in RH Al:40. 5T:211-3. FCE 482. SG 4:63.

"The Prophecy of Isa.3..."Thy men shall fall by the Sword, and thy mighty in the WAR." I was shown that this Scripture will be strictly fulfilled. Young men and women PROFESSING to be Christians, yet having NO CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE, (been listening to Brinsmead too much) and having borne no burdens + felt no INDIVIDUAL responsibility, (just went by the Leader-SHIP.) are to be proved. They will be brought LOW in the DUST + long for an EXPERIENCE in the things of God, which they have FAILED to obtain." 1T:270. 2T:595. RH Al:40.

"Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts, Behold, I will punish them! the young men shall DIE by the SWORD; their sons + daughters shall DIE by FAMINE; And there shall be NO-REMNANT-OF-THEM." Jer.11:22-3. 23:3.

"O Lord, save thy people, the REMNANT of Israel." Jer.31:7. "The OUTCASTS." Isa.11:12. -14-
"DELIVERANCE...in the REMNANT whom the Lord shall call." Joel 2:32. "I will surely GATHER the REMNANT of Israel." Micah 2:12.

"And the REMNANT of Jacob shall be among the Gentiles ...and all thine enemies shall be CUT OFF." Micah 5:8, 9.

"The REMNANT of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak LIES; neither shall a deceitful tongue be found in their mouth...Sing, O DAUGHTER of Zion...Rejoice with all the heart, O DAUGHTER of Jerusalem." Zeph. 3:13-4.

"And the DRAGON/went to make WAR with the REMNANT of her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the Testimony of Jesus Christ." Rev. 12:17.

THE TESTIMONIES

"In the Time of the End, the people of God will sigh and cry for the ABOMINATIONS...The wicked will MOCK...The DESPISED REMNANT...They have RESISTED...the Dragon's roar. Now they are eternally secure...the SEAL of the living God...having the Father's name written in their foreheads...144,000." PK 590-1. RH A5:385-6.

"A very small REMNANT." PK 324, 309, 108, 360-1, 460.

"The REMNANT of Judah...and I will GATHER you from ALL the Nations." PK 552-3, 559, 560.

"Here is a LITTLE COMPANY." PK 587-8, 598, 610.

If ye JOIN with BILLY GRAHAM + his CATHOLICS in his "KEY '73" = there will be:"NO REMNANT NOR ESCAPING."621.

"The RETURNED exiles...The REMNANT of Israel were a FEEBLE people." PK 677. "In the Time of the End...God's REMNANT people, standing before the world as REFORMERS...They are the REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 678.


These are called:"THE CHURCH OF GOD." 1884 SoP 4:39. GC 39. This is NOT the "LAST" Church - for the "LAST" Church is the "LOST" Church - it is the FOOLISH VIRGIN Church. There is a Church that gets there BEFORE the LAST-LOST-FOOLISH-VIRGIN CHURCH. It is the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH. 20 References show "GOD-NEW JERUSALEM" on their Foreheads. I challenge you to find this anywhere in the Bible but under PHILADELPHIA. Who are going to be just one Jump ahead of the Laodicean Foolish Virgins.

"Of all such Christ says:..."I will spew thee out..." Satan has come in with his specious temptations, and has led the PROFESSED followers of Christ away from their Leader, classing them with the FOOLISH VIRGINS." TM 130. RH A2:420. A3:292. 5T:21. -15-
Shall we belong to the Church of Formalism, Orthodoxy, Superstition + Tradition? Where one wonders what will be seen next crawling out of the Woodwork!

Or shall we take upon us the despised name of Reform, of Light + Truth + a return to the Third Angel's Message?

**THE TEMPLE.**

In EW 13-31 = we have "MY FIRST VISION." EW 19 is the Temple in Heaven in which the names of the 144,000 were engraved in Gold. Only the 144,000 entered that Temple.

Sr. White says to read ISAIAH-JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL as applying to our Time. Jer.7:4 we are warned:

"Trust ye NOT in LYING words, saying, The TEMPLE of the Lord, (the 144,000) The TEMPLE of the Lord, are these. ... Behold, ye trust in LYING words, that cannot profit." Jer.7:4,8.

Sr. White = paraphrasing this = says we are not to trust in LYING words saying the TEMPLE of the Lord, (the 144,000) "ARE WE!" We are not to say that. Because we do not know who the 144,000 are, because they come from the whole World.

This, then = involves us in the "GATHERING TIME" = which is the SEALING TIME. Which is to START do the GATHERING to the Battle of Armageddon. Beginning with the House of God = beginning with the 10 Virgin Parable, beginning with the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS. Which swells INTO the LOUD CRY.

**TWO CLASSES.**

There are only TWO CLASSES at the Last. Since the SEALING commences with the House of God = from the Ranks of the Adventist Church, from the Awakening + Reform = the Shaking-Separation brings about a Split between: Wise + Foolish. Sheep + Goats. Wheat + Tares. Silver + Scum. Gold + Dross. Good + Bad.

The WISE unite with those who Spear-Head the GATHERING of the 144,000 Sealed Saints - the Philadelphians.

The FOOLISH go to those who Sell = OUTSIDE of the Third Angel's Message + the Sanctuary Truths = and they get the "POWER" and GATHER the Hordes that come up to ARMAGEDDON. See how well this is covered in the following, which should be Read + Marked in its entirety:

"Pray not thou for this people...for I will not hear thee. Seest thou not what they do(keeping EASTER)... they have set their ABOMINATIONS in the House that is called by my name, to pollute it...the Valley of SLAUGHTER, for they shall bury in Tophet, till there be no..."
"And the CARCASSES of this people shall be meat for the fowls of heaven...

THE GATHERING.

"At that time, saith the Lord, they shall bring out the BONES of the KINGS of JUDAH, and the BONES of his Princes, and the BONES of the Priests, and the BONES of the inhab-

 CURITANTS of JERUSALEM, out of their Graves... You see? They promised those who would follow them that they would be SEALED + TRANSLATED ALIVE = "GATHERED" on the Sea of Glass - but instead = WHAT - ???

"...they shall not be GATHERED, nor be BURIED, they shall be for DUNG upon the face of the Earth. And DEATH shall be chosen rather than life by all the residue of this EVIL FAMILY... this people of JERUSALEM...

"Were they ASHAMED when they had committed ABOMINATION? nay, they were not at all ASHAMED, neither could they BLUSH: therefore they shall FALL: in the Time of their visitation." Jer. chapters 7 + 8.

JERUSALEM.


THE FATE.

"If the CHURCH pursue a course similar to that of the World, they will share the same Fate. NAY, RATHER, as they have received GREATER LIGHT, their punishment will be GREATER than that of the impenitent." 5T:100.

THE REMEDY.

"The PURE + the BASE metal are now so mingled that only the discerning eye of the infinite God can with certainty distinguish between them. BUT the MORAL magnet of HOLINESS + TRUTH will attract TOGETHER the PURE metal, while it will REPEL the BASE + COUNTERFEIT." 5T:101.

And remember, the COUNTERFEIT + the Doctrines of the COUNTERFEIT are Catalogued in GC 464-473. The Teaching of THE CHURCH and the AWAKENING.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #7.

There is no way that we can Understand the coming EVENTS in their Order - the "GATHERING" to that Great Day of the Slaughter in the Valley of Shaveh-Jericho-Acher-

Alon-Sorek-Elah-Rephaim-Barachah-Hinnom-Megiddo-Death-
Succoth-Baca-Gibeon-Slaughter-Bones-Jezreel-Megiddon-
it matters not a Hill of Beans - -17-
IT MATTERS NOT A HILL OF BEANS. =
If it is SYMBOLICALLY described as a "HILL" or a "VALLEY" of Decision = for the Saints will NOT be in ONE place = but in perhaps 10,000 Camps around the World. In the Mountains, in the Deserts, in the Swamps or Caverns of the Sea, in the Dungeons or Prisons, the Point is not the "PLACE" = but who are their most Bitter Enemies? Are we left in Doubt as to the Answer?

The Lord held His hand over certain Truths - released now for the first Time. One LANDMARK DISCOVERY is the Truth about BABYLON. There are 3 BABYLONS.

3 BABYLONS
THE ANTICHRIST

BABYLON #1: "In Revelation 17...THE Babylon thus described represents ROME, that apostate CHURCH." 1884 SoP 4:233. GC 382.
The Reformation declared ROME to be "BABYLON" = 1884 SoP 4:64,172,233. GC 65,248,382.
Also the "ANTICHRIST" = 1884 SoP 4:115,117. GC 139,142.
But she was NOT the "BABYLON" of Rev.14. Nor a Part of it. Adventist Leaders, not understanding that there were 3 "BABYLONS" = thought the Prophet was Addled = so to help her out = they "CORRECTED" the Testimonies.
A Committee of 5 under URIAH SMITH was appointed by the General Conference in 1883 = and the "Improved" Book came out in 1888 = and the Truth of what happened then was the main Reason for clamping the Lid on 1888.
But God in mercy is letting the Light shine now.

BABYLON #2: (Rev.14:8 quoted.) "This MESSAGE..."BABYLON is fallen," WAS given in the summer of 1844...It CANNOT be the ROMISH CHURCH which is here meant; for THAT CHURCH has been in a fallen condition for many centuries. But how appropriate the figure as applied to the PROTESTANT CHURCHES." 1884 SoP 4:232-3. (Of America.)
(See the Mess they made in your GC 382-3. The Problem they had was - since the Adventist Church is not "BABYLON" = and since the Romish Church "CANNOT" be "BABYLON." WHO then is: "BABYLON?" It is Expedient that one Quota- tion die that the (denomi-)NATION perish not = so they fixed it up by doing 2 Things:)
[1] They slipped in the word:"ALONE." Making the entire Sentence self-contradictory + ambiguous, for now it reads "Therefore it CANNOT refer to the ROMAN CHURCH (alone), for that CHURCH has been in a fallen condition for many centuries." Your GC 383. -18-
[2] Then they immediately followed that with:
"Furthermore, in the 18th chapter of the Revelations."
But the ORIGINAL BOOK said NOTHING of the "BABYLON" & "BABYLON #3 - the BABYLON of Rev.18." Said NOTHING about THAT "BABYLON" - for 189 pages! The Prophet required 189 pages without any Laodicean breathing over her Shoulder before she was ready to deal with BABYLON #3 = the BABYLON of Rev.18.
See the array of Subjects + Chapters she would go thru = BEFORE she was ready for the LAST "BABYLON" = the BABYLON of Rev.18 = the FINAL BABYLON!
But the Master Scheme was to twist the Subject to Subvert the Truth of the 3 BABYLONs covering 3 different Periods of Time = to make it appear there was only ONE (PRESENT TENSE) Babylon! As you will see by re-reading GC 383.
This is how they fixed it up = by appointing that Committee to "correct" the glaring Errors + Mistakes in the obviously "confused" Testimonies. EGW-MR 65,80. Vot-TC 62.
The thing the Adventist Leadership do not want you to find out is = that there is a "MESSAGE" yet to come and a "MOVEMENT" yet Future! They want to be the INFALLIBILITY and the PREDESTINATION = with the "ONLY" Message - being the "ONE-AND-ONLY" Movement. None other in Sight.

BABYLON #3: "Furthermore, in the 18th chapter of the Revelation, in-a-Message-yet-future, the people of God are called upon to come out of BABYLON." 1888 GC 383.

COUNTERFEIT: When the REFORMATION came in the Days of LUTHER = Satan sought to circumvent it by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT." 1884 SoP 4:145,152. GC 186,193.

COUNTERFEIT: Again, as History is Repeated = Satan will again resort to a "COUNTERFEIT" as shown in 1884 SoP 4: 294-306. GC 461-478. Called: "MODERN REVIVALS." With their very Doctrines carefully Catalogued + Listed. The reason why the Church ± nominal (Awakeners) Adventists cannot paint this out - THEY are Teaching those very Doctrines THEMSELVES!
"Many will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands - kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409.

REFORM ALSO = as in the Days of Luther, prefer the same Plague. "There are Ministers + Workers who will present a tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as testing Truths, even as the Jewish Rabbis presented the maxims of men as the Bread of Life...Thus are men weaving into the Web as
(This is just a lift-out Insert in Publication # 313. Vienna General Conference Session SPECIAL. Send it to a friend. Many of you will receive only this ONE Paper, unless you Write.)-

[ ] A RED MARK HERE = means this is your last Paper, unless you write requesting to be kept on. We are going to New Names. Send us more New Names.

There are some who do not appreciate the advanced Research we are doing - such as this Sheet of Paper. Which we think is the most dramatic Discovery yet. And just in Time. You are free to disagree - therefore do not write. We will not bother you anymore.

ARMAGEDDON

There is very little that escapes our attention in the contemporary Adventist Religious World. We intend to keep up-to-Date and one jump ahead of them. Therefore when we hear a Re-Hash of old Uriah Smith or HMSR Versions of Catholic Cardinal Gibbons = or some knowing "Hebrew" dissertations of the meaning of the word: HAR-MAGEDON = which has been Featured in a two-page Spread in the SDA MINISTRY Magazines for July 1973 also August 1974 =

In the which it is revealed =

[A] This was known as far back as 1898 = and is now re-advanced by another Church = by THAYER in a Greek-English Lexicon = also in YOUNG's Analytical Concordance.

[B] That it was a subject matter in SDA BIBLE COMMENTARY.

[C] That Hebrew scholars are not agreed.

Will you then Pardon us if we feel slightly NAUSEATED at:

[A] The lame attempt to edify SELF by refusing to give CREDIT where CREDIT is Due?

[B] Refusing to give the correct Version as they gave it? But maintaining the Old Tradition. Long gone with the Wine

It seems to take very little to entertain little Minds.

Or to waste all that Time + Hot-Air without calling for a Break-away from Damnable Doctrines from a Generation of Vipers. But back to the Old Trough. Kismet.

To each his own.

Like attracts like = and Like appreciates like = and Like becomes like Like. PP 176. MB 25,81. 5T:136,463,705.DA 40-

Hot-Air Artists always admire another Hot-Air Artist.

Let us see of we can prick the Balloon =

(A)
1955 = PROOM + ANDERSON arranged for Dialogues with the other Churches. Figuhr said the other Churches came to them, but this was a Lie = because. DeHANN + BARNHOUSE both said the Adventists came to THEM, and they have the Letters to prove it. DeHANN was indignant. Barnhouse was Flattered - but then he Died on the Operating-Table with something still Wrong in his Head.

1957 = the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book appeared. This caused some Turmoil. But they soon spread the word around the World - that ANDREASEN had a few Marbles missing. At the GC Session in Cleveland, Ohio = I spoke to men I knew, Workers from all areas of the World = and I was astonished how thoroughly the Muck-Rakers did their Work. Too Bad = ANDREASEN has gone SENILE. He was in his brightest Hour. He did not live long. Such men seldom do. Unless they submit

THE SHAKING.

There is to be a SHAKING, before the Loud Cry. But some seem to have forgotten that. Maybe we are Senile also = for reminding them of it. I now have written Certification that I can now affix behind my Name: H. HOEHN, PARANOIA. I told them I would sooner have that than: M.D. (Mad Dog.)

The one said = send us more of your Papers to LLU - things are kind of Dull here - we need a good Laugh. Not long after they had that ONE MILLION $ FIRE = and I hear tell that same M.D. = got too High on his own Drugs - and went Blah-Blah in the LAUGHING HOUSE. It does not pay to tempt Fate. And the other is PARALYZED for Life. Another who LIED to me in front of Witnesses = ended up in the Ditch that same Week - his face so disfigured they had to have a closed Coffin for the Funeral. I could tell you of a few more. One broke his Neck - he never saw his MULTITUDE. Just like the AWAKENING JESTERS + HEPPENSTALL = looking for "CHARACTER-CHANGE" when MAXWELL'S CHRIST-MESSIAH comes. What if they are DEAD first? At the Voice of God? WHICH IS ARMAGEDDON!!!

They successfully obeyed Rev.16:12-16 = and "GATHERED" the TARES for the BURNING! Which is the Devil's Train EW 88,262. It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board. There could not be ONE LEFT! But look again, and look a little Higher - and see the one-by-one GATHERING of a Little Flock =

Which = in case no one ever told you = is the Beginning of the SEALING as the TWO CLASSES SEPARATE + GATHER to that Great Day of God Almighty! What a Day that will be!

(B)
HAS THE CHURCH GONE MAD?? IMPRACH THE G. C. PRESIDENT!!!
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"GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES!"

GC 464 = the "COUNTERFEIT" comes FIRST!
GC 464 = the "COUNTERFEIT" comes when no GENUINE is in SIGHT! The True "MOVEMENT" is still "TO COME!"
TM 112 = the "COUNTERFEIT" takes off with "FALSE THEORIES"
SM 1:204-5 = these "nominal" (Webster:"COUNTERFEIT") = Adventists + Awakeners go so low = with their MAXWELL BOOKS that not-one-of-them-will-Attack! this "OMEGA" of Apostasy constitutes them a "NEW ORGANIZATION." 1904.
SM 2:390 = which we are not to: "JOIN!" 1905.
SM 2:128 = following the HELL-BELIEVING BAAL-PRIESTS into CHARISMATIC POWER-POX demon-STRATIONS = this leadership with that "MAN" at the Helm + not Christ = having mistken the "Beacon LIGHT" = in the MIDNIGHT HOUR =
GC 339 = SUDDENLY comes the END to all the DREAMING = as this "NOBLE SHIP" strikes a ROCK + SINKS - "AWAKENING" slightly LATE = the FOOLISH VIRGINS - the LAST SHIP = the LOST CAUSE = "sink to rise no more." SM 2:128.
FCE 348 = too late they find out there are TWO SHIPS = 5T:571-2 = and they took the WRONG ONE! NO PILOT!
SM 1:205 = the little Ship of Truth meets the MAXWELL BOOK in the MIDNIGHT of the OMEGA =
EW 262,88 = "FACE TO FACE" and "HEAD-ON!"
WTF 14 = PHILADELPHIA = the CINDERELLA of the MIDNIGHT HOUR is CHOSEN = to the Dismay of the UGLY SISTERS!
TM 446-7 = quickly dabbing on more Paint + Powder in this VIENNA MIDNIGHT HOUR = will fail to hide the NEW STRAIN of INCURABLE VD = a KILLER that is sweeping the World now in "EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS" and will EXPOSE some who want NO CHARACTER-BUILDING as do these "ROTTEN" SDA + AWAKENING LEADERS = all shown in TM 426-447.

8T:250 = Christ lifts her Skirt to show what has been going on = not much to lift now-a-days = as Adventist Preachers themselves fall more-and-more for their own Teaching that no-Character-change is needed nor possible till Christ-Messiah comes!(See "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST")

SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE SPANGLER EDITORIAL = June 1974 = p.2. SURPRISING amount of INCREASE in SDA MINISTERS marital Troubles as they seek entertainment elsewhere.

SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE PIERSON = May 1975 = as usual = comes dragging along a year late with the SAME OBSERVA-TION! Sin in the Camp. BAALIM rides again! As predicted. (EASTER-STYLE!) PP 454-461. (C)
A PESTILENCE IN THE SEALING TIME

LEFT OUT of EW 48 = but found in PT 32. RH Al:11. Sept. 1849. A PREDICTION by the Pen of EGW = a KILLER "PESTILENCE" to sweep the World in the SEALING TIME!

We looked for RADIO-ACTIVITY = we had no Idea it might be an INCURABLE VD EPIDEMIC that leaves Doctors + Nurses absolutely HELPLESS! NO KNOWN CURE! This will, according to the Pen of gentle Ellen G.White = show up some of these "HOLY MEN OF INDIA" that are coming around in their Flashy clothes + with modern Cars can carry on their BUNCH of LIES in their TAILERING of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the alleged: "OUTER COURT!" They sure are DOWN as well as OUT! And I am glad the Lord has something prepared for them = a PLAGUE before the 7 LAST! Something they cannot HIDE - it shows up right in their Face! But a forstaste of the Battle of Armageddon where their FLESH will fall off as they stand on their Feet. Because they would not come out and STAND for the TRUTH! GC 656. EW 282.

Now, perhaps = while it is still Time and Mercy lingers = some will see the Importance of the Message we bore all across America = 1974 = CHARACTER-BUILDING = do not listen to these AWAKENING JESTERS who want "CHARACTER" or "NATURE" given as a "GIFT" without any "EFFORT" on their Part. 1,000 miles apart I heard of this one Creep that said one thing he would NEVER give up - and that was: "SEX!" One Brand of VD already showed up in one of his MEETING-CENTERS = and you thought the WARNING on a TAPE was uncalled for??? These "HOLY MEN" in Adventism!

PAY ATTENTION NOW = the Warning was this: Evidence is mounting = those who FALL for False Doctrines of Devils = those who get the CHARISMATIC-POWER from HELL-BELIEVING, CLAM-CHOWDER "PREACHERS" (Holy Men of America!) = those who think "CHARACTER" is "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" = draped on from the OUTSIDE = end up with NO RIGHTEOUSNESS WITHIN = it is all WITHOUT - like JUDAS, like BAALIM - FINE-LOOKING. MEN = but ROTTEN to the Core! Get their "SPIRIT" and lose all SELF-CONTROL! This was the WARNING. PAY ATTENTION = HOLY WOMEN of America! Or End up in ARMAGEDDON. EW 282. GC 656. But NOTHING makes some people as MAD = as the EXPOSING of their SECRET DESIRES = that leads to failure to "GATHER" in the Lord's "GATHERING" of the WHEAT from the TARES - in this Laodicean Midnight Hour. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Then the 7 Last Plagues hold no Terror to those who now Obey the Bride + the Bridegroom's Voice.

HOEHN PUBLICATIONS, (D) Bx 1270, Grand Forks, BC VOH 11
important Truths a tissue of LIES. This imaginary Food that is being prepared for the Flock will cause spiritual consumption, decline, and death." R&H. Jan. 22, June 18, 1901. RH A4: 257, 311. 6T: 132.

"...to both the Houses of Israel, for a gin + a snare to the inhabitants of JERUSALEM... 'many shall STUMBLE + FALL, and be BROKEN, and be TAKEN.' The RUIN-of-this-Class-is-CERTAIN... 'Bind up the TESTIMONY, seal the LAW among my disciples.' ...READ-CAREFULLY-THE-THIRD-CHAPTER-OF-SECOND-TIMOTHY." R&H. Sept. 19, 1893.

THE THIRD CHAPTER OF SECOND TIMOTHY: V. 6= "For of this sort are they that creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden with sins, led away with dier's LUSTS."
V. 7= "Ever LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to a Knowledge of the TRUTH."
V. 5= "From such TURN AWAY."

Who will assure you – the LAST thing they are is: "BABYLON." They are only: "OUR MOST BITTER ENEMIES." GC 608. WORSE = THAN BABYLON! BABYLON will not be THAT "BITTER." BABYLON will NOT hunt + hound us = like they WILL! If you do not know this – you know NOTHING about the Bible or Testimonies. Nor the Power + Influence of Satan = their Master. It is high past Time you AWOKE out of SLEEP!
"THIS-WILL-BE-OUR-TEST!" 5T: 136.

WHEN LUTHER finally knew who the "ANTICHRIST" was = the LEADERS of his CHURCH = then he was first able to write his FAULT- FINDING LETTERS of CONDEMNATION as a Result of which: "THOUSANDS were AWAKENING from their DEATHLIKE STUPOR to the JOY + HOPE of a Life of Faith." SoP 4: 115.

"They follow him at such a distance that they do not really know half the time whether they are following his footprints, or the footsteps of their great enemy...Why should we wish to keep the FRIENDSHIP of our Lord's ENEMIES, and follow their CUSTOMS, and be led by their OPINIONS?" RH A2: 72. Aug. 31, 1886.

"The Enemy is seeking through unconverted men in Positions of TRUST to mold the Work... The Lord saw that His work would be MARRED if the directions given by men were followed... God has a better Plan... He will call men from the PLOW to give the LAST note of WARNING + from other occupations... There are many, many to be CONVERTED through the instrumentality of men who will be taken from the PLOW + from the common vocations..."
"If the REMNANT people of God will walk before Him in humility of Faith, He will carry out through THEM His ETERNAL PURPOSE...calling OUT a people...I have been instructed to present these words to our people in Southern California. They are needed in every place where a Church is established...He has NEVER placed MAN as a RULER over His heritage...

"We shall have more decided opposition to meet from those who have departed from the Faith. Those who were once strong Teachers, but who have forsaken the way of the Lord, will-be-just-as-Strong in their OPPOSITION of the Truth.(From the same Pulpits.) There is need now that our people be educated to put their Trust in God alone...

"The Lord wants YOU to understand your INDIVIDUAL responsibility for the Salvation of YOUR Soul...Let the prophesies of Isaiah be studied + heeded...

NO-EFFORT AWAKENERS

"...will seek to enter in + shall not be able."...They seek to enter in but-are-not-able because it requires EARNEST EFFORT for every one of us to walk in the NARROW PATH that leads to Eternal Life...

"Are we prepared for the GRAND REVIEW? It is coming on. Satan is GATHERING all of his beautiful knowledge that he had when he was an Angel of Light + he is COMING IN to deceive the very Elect with that very knowledge...the GRAND REVIEW that will take place when he tells them...

THE INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THEORY

"...that he is going to have the WHOLE WORLD as his subjects + they will GATHER under his Banner, but we must stand HIGHER...there are Lessons here that you have not yet learned...We want our Children to be Saved; but we must save them in God's appointed way. They must be made to understand that they have something to DO...BUT UNLESS, when we gather the youth into such places as this... Speaking of: "In our Schools" = where "we do NOT see the mighty working of the Holy Spirit as we ought." p.126.

"But UNLESS...we give them the education that will fit them to be OVERCOMERS, we-had-better-NOT-gather-them-into-our-INSTITUTIONS...

"Satan has laid his plans to undermine our Faith...I am deeply in earnest as I write this. Satan is working with men in PROMINENT POSITIONS to sweep away the FOUNDATIONS of our Faith. Shall we ALLOW this to be done, BRETHREN?...

"The Churches will be left POWERLESS, if they are EDUCATED to OBEY the DICTATES of FINITE MEN...CEASE FROM MAN...MEN-WHO-HAVE-LOST-THEIR-BEARINGS."LLM 106-135.
Most men dislike the trouble of thinking for themselves. They are like Sheep when one goes over the Wall + Falls in the Well = all the rest follow. Until the Well is full. They like following a Leader."Do nothing contrary to the mind of the Bishop." But Bishops have often driven the Truth into the Wilderness, and decreed that to be True which was False. As I said in the FIRST Meeting we ever held in Ohio = the greatest Errors have been begun by Ministers. Ministers are the greatest single CAUSE of people going astray + being LOST for all Eternity. BEWARE of MEN = of the CLOTH! "As in the Days of Noah."

WHO ARE THE ANTICHRIST!

"All that have refused to be taught of God, hold the Traditions of MEN. They at last pass over on the side of the Enemy against God, and are written,"ANTICHRIST." The people of God, who UNDERSTAND our position in this world's History, are...pressing together in UNITY... Those who...keep themselves in hand to mold themselves, find in ANTICHRIST the center of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES stand in COLLISION, the Lord will appear."

ORIGINAL TM or "SERIES "A" = 312. 1896.

"Isaiah 8:9-12 God has given me a Message to those who are out of line...in these Last Days...Here is plainly revealed TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a Company that-were-once-UNITED." Elder Brisbin Book p.23-4.

"Are SDA doing God's Will?" now again available from "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY + TEMPERANCE ASSOC." Rt.2, Box 128A, Clarksville, Ark. 72830.

THE WISE + THE FOOLISH = ONCE UNITED = but the WISE obey the Midnight Cry: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Because: "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of KNOWLEDGE: but FOOLS despise wisdom + instruction...For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall slay them, and the prosperity of FOOLS shall DESTROY them...a Rod is for the back of him that is VOID of UNDERSTANDING...A righteous man HATETH LYING...The LAW of the WISE is a fountain of LIFE, to DEPART from the SNARES of DEATH...it is ABOMINATION to FOOLS to depart from EVIL.

"He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE: but a COMPANION of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED... DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Prov.1:7,32. 10:13. 13:5. 13:14-23.

LEAVE THE FOOLS = "America, and especially Battle Creek, where the greatest LIGHT from heaven has been shining...can become the place of GREATEST PERIL + DARKNESS." -22- SERIES "A" 122.
LANDMARK DISCOVERY #9.

Why be all Atwitter at that Adventist "Preacher" or "Evangelist" who APPEARS to be LEADING OUT in "REFORM."? Did we not "WATCH THEM" as the SoP says to do = and did we not find out the hard way = that they were but paid Agents for the Church? CIA-JESUITS.

Did you Notice with what holy 'AWE" they regard the leader-SHIP? "STAY WITH THE MOVEMENT!" What "MOVEMENT?" What is MOVING when they are all sound ASLEEP? Only DREAM-ING of what they are going to do - in the Time of ARMAGEDDON. When they will do NOTHING but what Satan tells them to do. The thing to find out, and to find out NOW = is that those who Fall for the SDA MINISTERS by Name of = WRIGHT-BRINSMEAD-DURST-HUDSON =

And Fall for the Doctrines of Devils that leads them to make:"NO EFFORT!!" (A Doctrine of Devils listed in GC 471) = (The Devil was LOST because he made: "NO EFFORT!!" GC 669) = The SADDUCEES made."NO EFFORT!!" DA 604) =

THE MAIN DOCTRINE OF THE AWAKENING DEVILS:

"They seemed INDIFFERENT + CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a THICK CLOUD. The Angels of God LEFT THESE...

No use talking about "ARMAGEDDON" or the "LOUD CRY" if the Angels of God LEAVE them because they pay no Regard, show no Interest = in the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" which is the "MIDNIGHT CRY". Which is "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406. SML:196. LS 336,425. 6T:77,400-1.

RH A3:443,239. A4:467. TM 399. BUT = BUT = BUT =

"The Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT to help themselves, and I lost sight of them...the Angels of God have the charge:"They are joined to their Idols, let them ALONE," and they pass on to their work, LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." 1T:180-1,187.

"ARMAGEDDON" changes NOTHING = the Saints have no FEAR of "ARMAGEDDON" or the "TIME OF TROUBLE" for once SEALED = God has pledged His Word to DOUBLE their ANGEL-GUARD = 1T:181. EW 271. As the Disciples that fled OUT of the Sabbatarian City = not-one-lost-their-lives! "FEAR NOT = little Flock!"

TEARING DOWN =

Your fear is in those MEN - in "RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS" = who are "TEARING DOWN" one Pillar after the other, with Satan by their Side!

-23- 2T:439,440. 4T:594,449.
LANDMARK DISCOVERY #10.

Just as they fouled up: "BABYLON" to take the Heat off themselves = for Fear of another: "MOVEMENT" and another "PEOPLE" = that the Lord would raise up: "OTHERS" even from the "PLOW" = while he would have "NO USE" for men of the Cloth =

"Every WIND of Doctrine will be blowing...In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged...HE-CANNOT-USE-THEM...in the SHAKING-TESTING-TIME...precious ones NOW HIDDEN...will be revealed to view...as David." 5T:80-1.

The Lord declares these leading men will be found: "RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY" - then those who commit the Sin against the Holy Ghost by showing "RESPECT" for Office + Position, instead of "RESPECT" for the men of the "PLOW" = as the "250 Princes of Renown" SYMPATHIZED with the DEATH of KD+A (Which KD+A Experience is to be Repeated just before the End. 1870 SoP 1:277-8,300,303,306.)

The deceitful Tongue that flatters Women + the Laodicean HARLOT = "The Congregation is HOLY - every one of them!" (Therefore STAY-WITH-THE-MOVEMENT = do not Believe that a "MOVEMENT-IS-TO-COME!" GC 464.) This uncalled for playing on the Weakness of Emotions is the Sin that Seals their Doom. PP 402-5. LLM 232. DA 321,324. GC 28, 378. WTH 14. 5T:120. 2T:39. 4T:463. 8T:95. 1T:190. TM 65,97,161,294. Series "A" 104. SG 3+4 (2) 76.

There is no forgiveness for those who Reject the Truth.

Just when the Wrath of God is to be poured out without mixture of Mercy, and the Blood come to the Horse's Bridles = the LOVE-SLOBBERERS come along, as in the Days of Noah = promising them that the "LOVE" of God cannot bring any Flood or Fire or Wrath. That is why the Lord does not choose men "TRAINED IN LITERARY INSTITUTIONS" GC 606,456. EW 277. That is why their Flesh will fall off them as they stand on their Feet. GC 656. EW 282.

"Their wicked course He will tolerate no longer, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." 5T:212.

But what had just been their Sermon? "The Lord is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in Judgment. Thus "PEACE + SAFETY" is the Cry from...these-dumb-Dogs...all perish together." 5T:211. (THAT was their SIN against the Holy Ghost - that SERMON!)

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #11.

If Flattery of poor Mortals does not gain them enough "RESPECT" that they think is due the Cloth = they launch an unmerciful onslaught against those who "FIND FAULT" -24-
with the Priests, Rabbis, and Pastors of the Synagogue and Church. They perhaps never read - nor would they permit this to be read in any Church:

"As the "Publicans + Sinners" gathered about Christ, the Rabbis expressed their displeasure. "This man receiveth sinners," they said,"and eateth with them." By this ACCUSATION they insinuated that Christ liked to associate...with SOCIAL OUTCASTS. They did not approve of His methods...

"It angered them also that those who showed (NO RESPECT!) only CONTEMPT for the Rabbis, and who were NEVER seen in the Synagogues, should flock about Jesus, and listen with rapt attention to His words...The PHARISEES had only SCORN and CONDEMNATION for them; but Christ greeted them as Children of God...Those Souls whom you DESPISE, said Jesus, are the property of God." COL 185-7,158. Ed.79. No wonder they did not want that book Sold.

And got away - to this day = with taking "DO NOT CONDEMN!" and "DO NOT CRITICIZE!" statements in TM 466 - speaking of their "ROOT OF BITTERNESS" in "CAVILING" and "RIDICULING" Jones + Waggoner in 1888 = giving free reign to PHARISAICAL CHURCH-LEADER "ACCUSATIONS" + "CRITICIZING" the Truth + the Messengers of Truth = these Stuffed-shirt Washington Pharisees "TEAR DOWN" and "ACCUSE" with that very Barb = aimed by true Angel's hands - against them! They turn this square around and aim it against US!

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #12.

Then, after regular as a Clock = RAILING TEARING DOWN TIRADES + ACCUSATIONS against any who fail to agree with them = then, Tongue-in-Cheek they piously affirm that "Sr. White said" = NOT to Condemn!

Just like they do, after Spouting off about the 144,000 being "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" all 12 Tribes all by themselves + Houteff + Brinsmead = then when you start saying what YOU believe about the 144,000 -

Quick as a Flash: "Sr. White said" = not to "NUMBER Israel!!! They had just finished NUMBERING Israel - saying WHO + WHAT they were - they were CHURCH-MEMBERS = and then say we should not number Israel! And we are the only ones who DO NOT number Israel! We say we do not know WHO they are = for they come from the whole World!

It is for them that Sr. White said: "SILENCE would be Golden!!! The same with "DO NOT CONDEMN!!" Was said to them, the Pharisees. "THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES + CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS." 4T:615,173,185,396,180,200. -25- INDEX! 200 LEFT OUT!
Of equal if not greater importance is the Truth that Adventist Leaders should not take it upon themselves to CONDEMN truths they know nothing about, while men and Messengers of Truth SHOULD "CONDEMN" = "...everything that bears the least approach to evil." 5T:592. "The popular sins + indulgences of our day should be CONDEMNED + practical godliness ENFORCED." 4T:396.

DO NOT CONDEMN!

CBC-RADIO = Feb. 11, 1975. POLICE CHIEF INSTRUCTOR = "The only thing for the Triumph of EVIL = is for good men to do NOTHING!" (Edwin Burke.)

MAFIA ETHIC

Adventist Church Leaders have adopted the MAFIA + HARLOT ETHIC - of:"Do not find Fault!" Do what you like in each Don's area of Influence - ANYTHING GOES! But do not Finger the other Don or anything that goes on in the Family. Thus we uncover the NAKED ADVENTIST. Adopting the Ethic of the Crime-Syndicate. The Junto + the Cabala. It is this Ethic or LACK of ETHICS = that bred the MAXWELL BOOK. No one wants to "FIND FAULT" with it - and thus the Church is all set for the "ANTICHRIST!"

"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" - PO Bx 1,000, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360. (FREE! Ask for 2 - do not contaminate the World with this Book. Give it to an Adventist so he will know what his New Religion is.)

Thus we come to the LANDMARK DISCOVERY that we are NOT to join a "NEW ORGANIZATION" for that would mean = "Apostasy from the Truth." SM 2:390.

There must be something DRASTICALLY WRONG with that Statement = for it IMPLIED that if we only STAY with the INFALLIBILITY - we are Safe + Secure. They will NEVER go astray. What then - was the Spectacle and the Debacle of KEY '73? To JOIN with Billy Babylon Graham and his CATHOLICS = all in Ecumenical UNION with the ADVENTISTS = that was REV.18 - ???? How crazy can you get? So we need LANDMARK DISCOVERY #13 =

Why was that Statement DELIBERATELY SEPARATED from its CONTEXT - ??? Why was it not put right after SM 1: 204-5.-??? Then all would be Clear.

The OMEGA of APOSTASY by the Adventist Church would prepare the way for the Image of the Beast - GC 444. By teaching "IN COMMON" with BABYLON - GC 445. Instead of calling them OUT of Babylon! This APOSTASY by the writing of Maxwell-HMSR-EEC "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" calling for THE FALSE CHRIST -26- the ANTICHRIST!
NO SEALING! The Door of Probation stays open till Christ comes! BRINSMEAD on WRIGHT going on to that Position to also "get-with-it" = GROTHEER talking in the same Key = what they ALL talk about seems to be the thing to talk about rather than give any Present Truth = whether it be batting Dark-Ages:"INCARNATION" around or "ARMAGEDDON" according to URIAH SMITH (CATHOLIC) ADVENTISM = now they want NO CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE till Christ-Messiah comes! And the MULTITUDES lap it up! And cry for more.

"...nowhere in the Bible is it taught that the forces resident in the body are CHANGED till the second coming of Christ." Wm.H.Grotheer. "THOUGHT PAPER" Dec.'74.p.2.

Thus the Third Angel's Message with its Primacy of "CHARACTER-BUILDING" goes right down the Ecumenical Drain - constituting this as shown in SM 1:204-5 as a "NEW ORGANIZATION" which we are not to "JOIN." SM 2:390.

**LANDMARK DISCOVERY #14.**
Since that is what constitutes a "NEW ORGANIZATION" = what constitutes a "CHURCH?" As already shown "CHURCH" is a very flexible Term that is used for APOSTATE and GODLY MOVEMENTS alike. Even while called "BABYLON" = it is still called "CHURCH." (Go back and Review this Paper again when your Mind is Fresh - and be Surprised how much CLEARER it all becomes. Do this several Times.)

"From the beginning, FAITHFUL SOULS have constituted THE CHURCH on earth...HIS WATCHMEN who have borne a FAITHFUL TESTIMONY to the Generation in which they lived. These SENTINELS gave the MESSAGE OF WARNING...UNITING THE CHURCH on earth with THE CHURCH in Heaven." AA 11.

So you see how easy it would be to go "OUT" = "CHAFF like a Cloud will go OUT..." = of the Record Books + THE CHURCH in Heaven! As the man with the "Dirt-Brush" comes in + Sweeps their Names = OUT! EW 83. (Wm.Miller's Dream.)

**LANDMARK DISCOVERY #15.**
Knowingly + glibly that Preacher will read to you about: "THE CHURCH" = God's "CHOSEN PEOPLE" and all. But did you ever Check up on him = stay Home from Church some Sabbath and learn something worth while? NEVER will it be read in any Seventh-day Adventist Church - that there are TWO "CHURCHES" on that page! TM 16.

And which one does it not matter how "DEFECTIVE" it may become? The one listed as "THE CHURCH" which is the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN." Who "EXALT TREASON?" TM 16. Who will yet Bow at the Feet of the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH! Rev.3:9. WTF 14. -27-
LANDMARK DISCOVERY #16.
In the 10 Virgin Parable we have 3 important Elements. Which is the most Important of all? Is it "THE CHURCH"? If so - why is "THE CHURCH" split in two? And what splits them in two? And where do they go after they are split in two? What are the 3 Elements?

The picture begins with WISE + FOOLISH = let the Tares grow up together with the Wheat until the Harvest. But this is the HARVEST-TIME! The THRESHING-TIME! Up to this CRISIS HOUR = "...there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them. So with THE CHURCH that lives just before Christ's second Coming." COL 408. So now we know there IS A DIFFERENCE - "It is in a CRISIS...at MIDNIGHT." COL 412. So now what are the 3 distinctly "DIFFERENT" human ELEMENTS seen at MIDNIGHT - ???

[1] SUDDENLY their DREAMS of giving the LOUD CRY are interrupted. They "SEE" a "PROCESSION" on its way to give the "LOUD CRY" - WITHOUT them! No need of them! Going right by them! They have EVERYTHING = LIGHTS- TORCHES-MUSIC-BRIDE-BRIDEGROOM. Who is this Mysterious before-unheard-of "PROCESSION" that throws all their Planning into a Kilter? Their human Planning of giving the Last Message - and here SOME-ONE-ELSE is giving it! OUTSIDE-OF-THE-CHURCH! This is ELEMENT #1.

[2] ELEMENT #2 is those WISE enough. = we find on that page the word that is Anathema to 68,000 Workers in the Adventist Church. SPA MINISTRY MAGAZINE p.9 Jan.1975. That any one of that PREDESTINATED INFALLIBILITY would ever do what the "WISE" do - if they have enough CHAR- ACTER-HOLY SPIRIT- DISCERNMENT-OIL (TM 234) then they will have no trouble for the WISE = "JOINED THE THRONG, ...and the Door was Shut." COL 406.

Do you realize that of all the different Occupations on this Earth = NOTHING can compare with finding + giving the last saving TRUTH as it is in Jesus? Will you forget all the ERRORS you have learned and come over on the only Side that will Save your Soul and the Souls of those who may come with you as a Star in your Crown? Do you see that you have to forget everything that Preacher was telling you about "THE CHURCH" going out to give the "LOUD CRY" = do you see this is another GERMAN-AUSTRIAN WEHRMACHT VENTURE GC SESSION 1975= destined to FAILURE before it starts! As was their WATERLOO of '73. Can you deny the inescapable Truth = the WISE-LEAVE-THE- FOOLISH-AND-JOIN-ANOTHER-MOVEMENT! -28-
Would it be well for us to consider - WHO should be
ASHAMED - ??! Those who stand OUTSIDE a COMMUNION of
ERROR - ??! Those who risk Life + Limb to contend for
the Faith as ONCE delivered unto the Saints?

[3] ELEMENT #3 = in which we find the CHURCH in 3 Parts =
nay - we missed one - there are 4 - !!! We will have to
Review all we said.

[1] The Procession, the bearers of True Light - for is
not the Church sound Asleep and in total Midnight Darkness
in this Crisis Hour? THANK-GOD-THERE-IS-A-MOVEMENT-OUTSIDE-
OF-THE-CHURCH! Lest they would all Sleep the Endless
Sleep of Death.

[2] The Wise, not too Wise = for they did not see it till
the last Moment before Hope had all but fled - but yet in
Time, by the Mercy of God our Redeemer - they do what
should be done = they "JOIN" another Movment. "A MOVEMENT
shall COME." GC 464. The Wise JOIN that Movement. Now two
things could be said. The WISE are no longer ADVENTISTS -
for have they not forsaken the DOOMED CHURCH and joined
the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT? "...all our zeal will not be suc-
cessful in making the CHURCH MILITANT as PURE as the
CHURCH TRIUMPHANT." TM 47. The WISE make a Break - and
LEAVE the FOOLISH and JOIN the PROCESSION. They are now
one. With one purpose - to give the Last Message of
Salvation to the World. For the Time has come.

[3] Now we are back to ELEMENT #3 = they, too - do not
REMAIN as and where they are - the word for them also is
the word: "JOIN." They go to the popular Market-Place to
those who "SELL." GC 608. 5T:463.

[4] So we almost missed that Element - ELEMENT #4 = to
which the FOOLISH are attracted - and which they "JOIN."
And they become ONE - in purpose - one in Fate. And so
they march on = to ARMAGEDDON.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #17.
What the Adventist will do with this LANDMARK DISCOVERY
I know not. We ourselves do not yet feel the full impact
of its Message. But that it is Truth - none around the
World can or will deny. They will SNEER at it, JEER at
it - but likely not even that. They will prefer to take
something ELSE - and make political hay out of THAT!
For they would be afraid to open their Mouth about this
one - although they will HATE us to the Death for it.
For it takes away that all-day Sucker. That Pacifier.
That "Peace + Safety" Bauble they liked so well.
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Many Adventists are Adventists only because of the sly URIAH SMITH "BIBLE READINGS" = the Evangelists = TICK-TACK-TOE = one Church remains = 6 had to go!
"Sr. White said" = what did she say? She said the SDA Church, the Laodicean Church, is the LAST Church of the 7. PHILADELPHIA was BURIED in 1844 and is no more. She is Dead + gone - and only one Bride remains for Prince Charming to choose from - THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!
Many become Adventists and are Adventists ONLY because of that isolated Statement, what will such do when they know the Truth?

TRUTH (1)= Philadelphia was BORNE - not BURIED in 1844. GC 429,430. Not just a "CONDITION" but a "CHURCH."
TRUTH (2)= Philadelphia is the SEALED CHURCH of the 144,000. WTF 14. 20 other References. The Subject for a Paper all by itself. Should we write it?

But here we want to take apart that "LAST CHURCH" Story. Although there is nothing Wonderful about belonging to the LAST + LOST Church that gets there TOO LATE - it is the FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH.

But let us go to some computerized Facts that we did not exactly find = overnight. All fully Documented, and that NONE but the Unbalanced - will deny. Although not one of the 2,000,000 Adventists nor any of their 68,000 Workers discovered it, nor likely would discover it if given 1,000 Years.

Or if by Accident one of them would have discovered it = would hide this Truth like a slight case of pregnancy.

THE TRUTH OF THE 7 CHURCHES:
This is only a quick once-over as our Space is running out. We will use the 6 Big "REVIEW + HERALD ARTICLE BOOKS" as an Example. In these 6 Books the 7 Churches appear as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SMYRNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pergamos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>THYATIRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SARDIS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PHILADELPHIA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LAODICEA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above Record is not complete - but it gives us something to go by to establish an Average. Let us see what it is.
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42 Times the Seventh-day Adventist Church is placed in the
EPHESUS (first Church) condition.
NEVER - NEVER - NEVER - not once = is she ever placed in
the PHILADELPHIAN condition, this is reserved exclusively
for the last Church Triumphant. Every time. 21 Times.
75 Times the Seventh-day Adventist Church is placed in
the LAODICEAN (last Church) condition.
But match this with a Total of 60 Times in other Church
conditions not counting the PHILADELPHIAN condition.

EPHESUS
So far what we have shown means very little. The real
Question is = how THOROUGHLY did she place the Seventh-
day Adventist Church in these other Church conditions?
In other words = if that Preacher makes it his and your
Religion - basing ALL your Future on the dim-hope that
you belong to the ONLY + the LAST Church - what if we
upset the Apple-Cart with this:

"Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, because thou
hast left thy first love. Remember therefore from whence
thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or
else I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy
candlestick out of his place, except thou repent."

I AM INSTRUCTED TO SAY =

"I am instructed to say that these words are applicable
to Seventh-day Adventist churches in their present condi-
tion. The love of God has been lost...Self, self, self,
is cherished, and is striving for the supremacy. How long
is this to continue? Unless there is a reconversion,
there will soon be such a lack of godliness that the
Church will be represented by the barren fig tree..."I
will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except
thou repent."

"Jesus looked upon the pretentious, fruitless fig tree,
and with mourning reluctance pronounced the words of DOOM.
And under the CURSE of an offended God, the fig tree with-
ered away. God-help-His-people-to-make-an-application-of-
this-lesson-while-there-is-still-TIME." RH A4:385. Feb.25,
1902.

Just in case some Lukewarm Preacher will brush the above
all aside - the Spirit impresses me to write a bit more
even if we have to cut off some other LANDMARK DISCOVERIES.
Or in case we add an Appendix in the center pages. We
should nail this down a bit more thoroughly for the pre-
cious Souls who want the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TRUTHS. Never
revealed before. 
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7 STARS.
The Messages to the 7 Churches are not to the Churches. Each message begins with: "UNTO THE ANGEL of the Church." The Mystery of the Angels is solved in Rev.1:20. The Candlesticks are the 7 Churches. So the Ephesus Threat is to the Ministers of the Seventh-day Adventist Church that unless they (the Ministers-Stars-Angels of the Church. AA 586. RH A2:141.) unless THEY repent the Lord will remove (The Candlestick-Membership that feeds the Fat-Upholds-Supports the STARS of the Church) out of his place. Let us read the following to understand this Threat a bit Better. Remembering that we are cutting corners and only quoting a small part - to get the full import of this important DISCOVERY - read it and mark it - for yourself. And do not let them Fool you any more. Not one more Day.

THE EPHEMUS-threat
"Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen"... He tells them that if they do not Repent...As in the case of the unfruitful tree, the command WILL be given, "CUT IT DOWN; why cumbereth it the ground?"...he will come in JUDGMENTS for impenitence of his churches, and REMOVE the LIGHT, and let DARKNESS take its place." RH A2:143. June 7, 1887.

Is that Maxwell Book a sign of GROSS DARKNESS taking over?

THE EPHEMUS-threat
"If we refuse to let our Light shine...OTHERS will do that very work...THEN the Candlestick will be REMOVED... ANOTHER will be placed in his stead + will shine." RH A2:144. June 7, 1887.

THE EPHEMUS-threat
"...except thou repent."...If we continue to cherish sin, our prayers will be an ABOMINATION." RH A2:447.

"...loving SELF, loving the praise of men. They will CERTAINLY be swept into the SATANIC DELUSIONS of these Last Days... These gems of Truth are to be GATHERED UP by God's REMNANT people...In our LARGEST CHURCHES the greatest EVILS exist, because these have had the great- est LIGHT...A CARNAL SECURITY + ease in Zion prevail. Peace, peace, is sounded in her borders, when God has not spoken peace. They have forfeited the terms of peace. There is reason for an ALARM to be sounded in all "my holy mountain."...SUDDEN DESTRUCTION will surely come upon all who are at ease." RH A2:453. "Will the Church see where she has FALLEN?" (Same.)
"Marvelous is the patience and forbearance of God;" but except thou Repent," it will be exhausted; the Churches, our Institutions, will go from weakness to weakness, from cold formality to DEADNESS, while they are saying, I am RICH, and increased with goods, and have need of NOTHING."..."And KNOWEST NOT that thou art WRETCHED, and MISERABLE, and POOR, and BLIND, and NAKED...

"All who venture to have their own way, who do not JOIN the Angels who are sent from Heaven with a MESSAGE to fill the whole Earth with its glory, will be passed by. The work will go forward to victory without them, and they will have NO PART in its TRIUMPH." RH A2:454.

"In these words are warnings, reproofs, threatenings, promises, from the True Witness, he that holdeth the 7 stars in his right hand...When this church is weighed in the balances of the Sanctuary, it is found wanting, having left its first love...Is not this our case?...

"We are not saved as a Sect; no denominational NAME has any virtue to bring us into favor with God. We are saved INDIVIDUALLY." RH A2:462,464. Feb.3,10,1891.

"I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou Repent." This warning should be heeded by every Church in our ranks." RH A2:542. Feb.9,1892.

"Do you imagine that you can give the Third Angel's Message to the world while you are still carnal and corrupt, while your CHARACTERS are still sinful... Unless your hearts are emptied of sin EVERY DAY, unless you are SANCTIFIED through the TRUTH, you would better not touch the Message of God." RH A2:556.

"From the description of the Laodiceans, it is evident that many are deceived in their estimation of their spiritual condition...Jesus says to them..."I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou Repent." THIS WARNING would not be given if there were no danger of FAILURE on the part of those who PROFESS to be the children of God." A2:623.

"Cease to hear instruction which causeth to err from the paths of knowledge." Prov.19:27. "Which say they are Apostles, and are not, and hast found them LiARS." Rev.2:2.
 Directed to = MINISTERS - STARS - LIGHTS = ANGELS of the Church. AA 586. RH A2:141.

THE THREAT TO THE MINISTERS = that God will remove the Candlestick Membership out of their hands = raise up another people = leave these in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS.

THE THREAT TO THE MEMBERSHIP = if they do not fall into line with the last Message - the godly Ministers that are left will be "REMOVED from a people who think they know so much." TM 410.

He will make their ears "TINGLE" = to see what that means. SR 185. 1870 SoP 1:401.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #18.

If the 10 Virgin Parable means anything at all = it means that the "LIGHTS" are OUT! The Ministers have become fallen "STARS." "Many a STAR that we have admired for its brilliancy will then go out in DARKNESS." 5T:81.

That they do not leave the Church is plain because the entire Church is plunged in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS by Sleeping Preachers preaching to a Sleeping people. 2T:337,439. 3T:254,473. 1T:263,466. TM 443. 9T:40. 6T:166. 5T:709, 457,454,234,15. 8T:160,252,304. RH A3:343. GW 437.

With the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan. TM 409. Entertaining the ignorant Rabble with some Old Traditions such as "ARMAGEDDON" or "INCARNATION" = subjects batted around in the Dark Ages. But the main thing these people want = to be Entertained to keep their minds off PRESENT TRUTH which is PRESENT DUTY. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

Anything but THAT - so they call in the SOOTHSAYERS with the Clib Tongue and the Gift of the Gab. Who knows Nothing = cares Less = about present Issues.

Such as what - ???

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #19.

The Seventh-day Adventist Ministry through their Official Publications admit there is a POWER-FAILURE. Even the Candles are OUT!
They are now seeking for "POWER!" from those who sell. They are going from Australian Sea to American Sea = seeking the Power. They are going to get it. They are calling in the professional EXORCISTS to Takoma Park + to Andrews (See Publication #312.) to Train their Life-less Ministry. They have been recommending POWER-POX BOOKS BY BABYLON by the Score for 10 years or more = seeking the Power.

They are also seeking it in the right Place. From the 1st. Apartment. Where the POWER is to come - the POWER of DEMONS. EW 56. PT 71-2. EGW-MR 29. 1846 BROADSIDE.

THIS POWER is to come from those who have: "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH." "and THEY will seemingly work MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven." SM 2:54.

"You KNOW that Satan will come IN...The Crisis is coming in Battle Creek." Series B 146-7. "The LIGHT given me is that WE shall be Tested + Proved, that Satan will come-to-US as he came to Christ,- as an angel of Light." B 164. (Same in RH A4:511.)

"These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53.

"ANTICHRIST is to perform his marvelous works in our sight." 1884 50:4;11. GC 593.

THE MAXWELL BOOK IS ASKING FOR IT.
"This DELUSION, will spread, and we shall have to contend with it FACE-TO-FACE." EW 262.

"FACE-TO-FACE." EW 88.

The Lord in Mercy holds His hand over it, until the WARNING is given = then He will let it go.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #20.
Some are going to say - this is no LANDMARK DISCOVERY = we knew it all the Time! Is that so = then what did you DO about it? Had your Light under a Bushel? Just because the thing became so POPULAR it swept through AWAKENING + then the CHURCH? But you couldn't care less? Then it will serve you RIGHT if you are SNARED + TRAPPED in it!

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS = "They seemed indifferent and care-less (couldn't-care-less!) careless. ...The Angels of God LEFT these...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." 1T:180-1,187. EW 270-1.

What is LANDMARK DISCOVERY #20 - ??? Those who get the FALSE "POWER" get it from PSYCHOLOGISTS = 1T:290-1. SM 2:351. SG 4:80,47. -35-
Those who get the FALSE "POWER" get it from: "Wandering STARS. They seem to emit a LITTLE LIGHT...Satan endows them with his spirit." 1T:327.

But the "REMNANT" people of God will not Fall for them.

ARE YOU AN ADVENTIST?

I wonder if you are. Or are you only a:"HAS-BEEN." Are you, whether MINISTER or MEMBER = only one who once: "ALSO-RAN." What am I talking about?

I am talking about the Third Angel's Message.
I am talking about the Most Holy Place in Heaven.
I am talking about the Most Holy Place open since 1844.

THEN HOW COME?

How come the AWAKENING jesters, clowns, and fakes = could come to America thru the Machinations of FROOM + HUDSON + DURST + other CIA-JESUIT-SDA Agents of + for the Church = the "ESSENCE" of the Australian Excitement, HUDSON SAID = was that "CHART" that he brought in via his "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Magazine - 1960.

This went Round + Round + Round = entire Churches studied those Books + that Teaching = and declared they saw: "NOTHING WRONG" with it.

THAT CHART.

Yet that Chart = used by both BRINSMEAD + WRIGHT = took us NOT into the 1st. Apartment as did D.L.FRIEND at Oakhurst, California at our Bible Camp in 1959 = but these Jesters took us RIGHT-OUT-OF-THE-SANCTUARY-ENTIRELY! You heard them repeating over + over + over again;= "Come TO the Sanctuary." "Gather ABOUT the Sanctuary." "To the DOOR of the Sanctuary."

And did ONE of you see anything WRONG with that? "How hath BLINDNESS fallen on Israel!" Then ADD to that the Sophistry that we do NOT go into the Most Holy Place until the alleged: "JUDGMENT!" Hence the "JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE!" All thru their fake writings.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #21.

The BUILDING of a CHARACTER, which is the PROCESS called: "SANCTIFICATION" = both of which are:"The WORK of a LIFETIME." I think anyone that knows anything about comparative Religions = knows this is an EXCLUSIVE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" Teaching.3T:325. 8T:312-3. AA 560.MH 452.

Yet the AWAKENING makes it the work of an:"ACT!" merely "Step in" to the 1st. Apartment! This is one of the "Ensnaring Doctrines of Devils" listed in GC 464-473.
The Book written by FROOM = so Daniells could sign his name to it = had this "INSTANT" notion COR 15 = which always goes hand in hand with: "I AM SAVED!" No Adventist now finds anything Wrong with that. COR 15-20. Thus the "WORK" is gone = as well as the:"LIFETIME!" And the 3rd. Angel's Message in the Bargain. What they have now is 100% BABYLON! "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE." COL 154.

FROOM, that ordered + directed the AWAKENING had all Segments snap into Line - March + May, 1972. To fit in with the MAXWELL BOOK = Character-Nature change when Christ-Messiah comes.


"The spirit of OPPOSITION to REPROOF, that led to the persecution + imprisonment of Jeremiah, exists to-day. Many refuse to heed REPEATED WARNINGS, preferring rather to LISTEN to FALSE Teachers who FLATTER their vanity + OVERLOOK their evil-doing. In-the-Day-of-Trouble such will have no sure Refuge, no Help from Heaven." PK 437.

LANDMARK DISCOVERY #22.

ANTICHRIST = according to 1 John 2:18-22 = is the bringing in of False Doctrines in "the Last Time" and from those who "went out from us."

ANTICHRIST = according to 1 John 4:1-6 = is these "False Prophets" will deny Christ being in "the Flesh." The JEWS never denied that He was in the "FLESH" = they killed Him to prove He was: "only a Man." The CATHOLICS do not deny He came in the "FLESH." The MOHAMMEDAN WORLD does not deny it. Most of the World admits He was a "GOOD MAN." So who is this ANTICHRIST that went "OUT PROM US?"

ANTICHRIST = it is those who have been slinging the word: "ANTICHRIST" around so much, calling us: "ANTICHRIST!!" It is those who DENY that He is in the "FLESH" in REALITY in the Most Holy Place in Heaven, but have the GHOST-LIKE APPARITION floating around -37- in + out the Sanctuary! (In "Spirit" - not in "Flesh." This is PANTHEISM!)
LANDMARK DISCOVERY #23

SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. July 1973. Elder Pierce (Texas) takes up HARM-MAGEDDON. Hebrew scholars are not AGREED. A Greek-English Lexicon by Joseph Henry Thayer, D.D. = American Book Co. "struck Gold" as this being symbolically MOUNT CARMEL = where those with the ELIJAH MESSAGE will again meet the PRIESTS OF BAAL in a mortal Climax.

SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. August 1974. Elder Brown (Idaho) gives credit to Young's Analytical Concordance for some of the same Conclusions. Thus URIAH SMITH DURS derived from CATHOLIC sources, which Adventists were forced to Revise 5 Times! HMSR still to this day cleaving to a War of NATIONS = instead of denominate-NATIONS. Is all Void.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS in the Footnotes MISSING in EW 269-272 - but found in 1T:180-2 = God throws down the Gauntlet in His dare + challenge to the Seventh-day Adventist Church = DARING them to go forth with the "Doctrines of Devils" (TM 409) = Listed + Catalogued in GC 464-473 as they teach "IN COMMON" with Billy Babylon Graham as they prepare the World for the coming ANTICHRIST GC 444-5 by that MAXWELL BOOK starting off the Devil's Train = picking up 2 Awakening Cars on Omega Siding, now pausing to Hook on one more at Grotheer-Ireland Pennsylvania-Junction = ready to take off into the Night.

[Not the Lord's Gathering - Gather ye FIRST the TARES!]
"Yea, GATHER together, O nation NOT DESIRED... before the fierce anger of the Lord come upon YOU..." Footnotes to Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. 1T:180.

FOR ARMAGEDDON is the END of those who took the wrong Side in the SEALING + the "MIDNIGHT CRY" is the ALARM which is the SEALING-PATH = "Go ye OUT!" = to be Sealed, "An Angel told me." EW 14.

144,000 PHILADELPHIANS are SEALED if they "GO YE OUT!" of the LAODICEAN PRESENCE. WTF 14. Grotheer + the Devil are trying their every Art = "To HOLD them WHERE-THEY-WERE, until the Sealing was past." EW 44. "And those who are CHARMED with them NOW, or give them the least countenance NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the Devil THEN." SM 2:51.

Thank God for Light in this Midnight Hour - study to show thyself approved unto God - RIGHTLY dividing the Word of Truth. HOEHN RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada. VOH 1HO. -38-
A HORRIBLE SUMMARY

1914 = Adventists threw all the Resources of the SDA Church behind KIA SER BILL = turned over unknown numbers of Church-Members to the gentle mercies of the Wehrmacht. A Union of Church + State. Adventist and World-Conquerers. Did they Win - ???

1939 = Adventists again threw their Hat into Hitler's Ring. Adventist + Catholic. Adventists fingered 200 Reformers to the Gestapo. "Woe to the Bloody City!"
Now takes on new Meaning. As does the RED HORSE of a "Great Sword." Rev.6:4. Riders of Horses do not Win. God's people leave the Horse-Movements behind to get on that little narrow Path with 144,000 Philadelphians. WFT 14. EW 14-5,30. MH 516. AA 588. GC 560,430.

1966 = Adventists again attached themselves to the most popular thing going = BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM!


1970 = GC Session = Leslie Hardinge took the Adventist Church RIGHT-OUT-OF-THE-SANCTUARY! As did the Awakening since 1960 = "Justification by Faith" in the "OUTER COURT!" (FAITH - ??? What Faith - ???)

1970 = passed by GC + Pacific Press Book-Committees, featured on largest Telecast programme = "FAITH FOR TODAY" = that Maxwell Book that denies all the 3rd. Angel's Message + Sanctuary Truths. Probation open till Christ-Messiah comes to set up ONE-WORLD-GOVT.

If they couldn't win with the Germans, now they'll try with the Jews, Billy Graham, the Catholics, JW's, HWA = looking for the "Second-chance Christ" to heal insane Adventists with his "TOUCH." MWM-ASM p.78,94.

1973 = these "Ringleaders" in the Omega of their Apostasy (5T:212,463,136. SM 1:193-200.) actually looked for the Blessing of God in their American Cloning Act with Billy Graham + the Catholics - KEY '73!

1975 = the Biggest Barnum Special of them all! Will these habitual LOSERS win out this Time? We predict by the Authority of the Writings = DEMON-POWER! GC 624.

This is next as the Scroll unrolls.